SKI PROPERTY REPORT 2017
ASSESSING PROPERTY MARKET CONDITIONS ACROSS KEY ALPINE RESORTS

2017 ALPINE INDEX RESULTS | HOW ARE RESORTS EVOLVING? | HOW ALPINE RESORTS COMPARE
KEY FINDINGS

Chamonix leads our Alpine Property Index with prime prices up 4.8% in the year to June 2017

The strength of the Swiss Franc and restrictions on foreign buyers are behind the Swiss resorts’ weaker price performance

Buyers increasingly fall into two camps; those seeking a dual-season resort to maximise year-round rentals and those targeting high altitude resorts offering reliable winter snowfall

Investment in ski and non-ski infrastructure is influencing buyer demand. We outline some of the key projects planned, with Courchevel and Villars raising their game

OVERVIEW

Ski resorts are investing heavily in their facilities to establish themselves as a dual season resorts and the shrewd buyer is paying close attention.

In this, the ninth edition of our Ski Property Report, we take the pulse of the world’s top ski destinations.

The results of our Alpine Property Index highlight the impact the strong Swiss Franc and policies such as Lex Weber (the 20% second home cap) are having on Swiss market performance. It also shows the extent to which those resorts offering a range of year-round activities are outperforming the wider market (Chamonix, Gstaad, Courchevel 1650).

Investing in infrastructure has always been critical to tourism and the local economy. However, it is difficult for buyers to get an accurate picture of how much resorts are investing in and what facilities. With this in mind we asked the key tourist offices for their facts and figures to gain a better understanding.

However, it is not all about ski facilities. With non-skiers now estimated to account for 25% of alpine visitors we look at how resorts are realising their leisure offer, with water parks, spas and mountain bike trails now broadening their appeal.

The Alps’ tourist offices report growing global appeal for the Alps with more tourists – and in some cases buyers – now emanating from the US, Asia and the Middle East.

In St Moritz, the market has proved mixed with the area close to Suvretta House and the centre of the resort seeing strong growth over the last 12 months but other, more peripheral areas have seen activity and prices decline.

Villars’ annual decline of 5% comes despite strong investment in the resort’s infrastructure as well as its ski and non-ski amenities but we expect we will see this translate into price growth in the coming two to three years.

Tucked within the Canton of Valais, the resort of Crans Montana saw prices slip 15% in the year to June 2017 as older stock accounted for a large proportion of the inventory and vendors displayed a greater willingness to negotiate on price.

The Three Valley resorts of Courchevel and Méribel recorded similar levels of growth of around 1% this year, marginally lower than last year but a weak pound, Brexit and the French election saw the French property market as a whole pause for breath in the first half of 2017.

Overall, the index declined by 1.8% in 2017 year-on-year. More reflective of the current landscape is the split by country; French resorts saw prices rise by 1% on average, whilst their Swiss neighbours registered a 5% dip over the 12-month period.

ALPINE PROPERTY PRICE INDEX

Chamonix leads the 2017 index but performance is mixed with some Swiss resorts registering weaker growth.

Chamonix has leapfrogged Val d’Isère and Gstaad this year to take the top spot in our annual price growth rankings. The resort, which is widely-regarded as the most well-equipped year-round resort in the Alps, has now seen prime prices increase by almost 5% for two consecutive years.

The Alpine Property Index is now in its ninth year and tracks the movement in luxury residential prices across 16 ski resorts in the French and Swiss Alps.

The resorts of Val d’Isère and Gstaad occupy second and third position this year, recording annual price growth of 2.5% and 1.8% respectively. At an altitude of 1,850m Val d’Isère offers one of the longest seasons due to its reliable snow cover.

Price growth in Gstaad, last year’s highest performer, remains in positive territory with a lack of supply supporting prices. The resort is also starting to see an increase in those seeking permanent residency due to the quality of its international schools.

The majority of the Swiss resorts sit towards the foot of our rankings table as the strength of the Swiss Franc and restrictions on foreign buyers have prompted some hesitancy on the part of buyers. This, combined with a degree of intra-regional on the part of vendors has slowed sales and also reduced budgets meaning the market below CHF2m is the most active.

Please refer to the important notice at the end of this report
HOW ARE RESORTS EVOLVING?

Investment is key to both the performance of the local property market and a resort’s longevity.

The ski market is an evolving landscape and resorts have to adapt if they are to continue to attract tourists, residents and investors. Twenty years ago participation was on the rise as the baby boomer generation took to the slopes. According to the International Report on Snow and Mountain Tourism, skier numbers in the French and Swiss Alps peaked at around 80 million ski visits per annum in 2008/09.

Today, not only are ski visits starting to plateau or even dip – France saw numbers slip by 3.5% and Switzerland by 4.4% in 2015/16 compared to the previous season – but skiers also have higher expectations when it comes to the reliability of snow, the quality of accommodation and the facilities on offer.

Most resorts have managed to stay ahead of the game by investing in snow cannons, improving lifts and adding, telecabines, but they have also realised that not all visitors are ski aficionados.

The latest data shows that around 25% of annual visitors to the Alps are non-skiers. The uptick in non-skiers, along with the significant increase in summer tourism, has prompted resorts to host a prolific calendar of social, cultural and sporting events and deliver more non-ski activities including mountain bike trails, WinterGolf, paragliding, zip-wires, pole and ice-skating amongst others.

Why does investment matter?

Unless resorts adapt and deliver what the new generation of skiers want, they will see tourist numbers decline. For those seeking to buy a ski home, it’s logical that they will target those resorts who keep ahead of the curve in an effort to maximise rental bookings and as a result improve yields. Investment should also boost the resort’s permanent population, which in turn will lead to increased services and amenities in the form of schools, healthcare, transport etc. Such provisions as evident in Chamonix, now home to over 13,000 residents, further cement the town’s reputation as a dual-season resort.
AT A GLANCE....

Buyers need to weigh up multiple factors when deciding where to purchase a ski home. Advanced skiers may prioritise altitude to maximise snow reliability throughout the season, whilst families with beginners may consider a dual season resort with a broader range of facilities. Below we have presented the key facts and figures to help determine where best suits your needs.

**Source:** Knight Frank Research, Ski Club of Great Britain

**Note:** *The weekly ski pass is based on the price of the wider ski domaine, in the case of Chamonix this is the Mont Blanc Unlimited pass providing access to Verbier, Courmayeur and Espace Evasion **Rounded to nearest full week*
INSIDE KNOWLEDGE…

Between them, Roddy Aris and Alex Koch de Gooreynd have over 16 years’ experience working in the ski property industry. We asked them for their take on current market conditions, where the best investment opportunities lie and their outlook for the market.

FRANCE

RODDY ARIS
KNIGHT FRANK INTERNATIONAL

Can a ski home be a good long-term investment? What proportion of your buyers in the French Alps opt to rent out their property?

A ski home is primarily an aspirational purchase. The key to a good purchase is that the property is purchased at the correct market value and the asset proves highly rentable. Around 80% of Knight Frank’s alpine buyers rent out their property. This is either through France’s ‘VAT rebate on new builds’ initiative or simply to cover their outgoings.

Which of the French resorts still offer good value?

Within each of the top resorts in the French Alps there are ‘back doors’, granting access to the wider ski domain at a fraction of the price that is commanded by the more illustrious resort. These are as follows: Le Praz, Village and Moriond for Courchevel 1850, St. Gervais and Combloux for Megève, Les Houches and Vallorcine for Chamonix and finally, Le Fornet and Tignes les Brevieres for Val d’Isère.

What is your outlook for the Alpine market?

It is a very exciting time to be investing in the Alps. There are of course challenges ahead such as the long-term implications of Brexit and the erratic winter seasons but the draw of the mountains has never been stronger. Resorts are having to evolve and adapt to meet the demands of today’s buyers. Huge investments have been pledged across the Alps from artificial snow-making facilities to adapting and evolving activities for the summer and family market.

SWITZERLAND

ALEX KOCH DE GOOREYND
KNIGHT FRANK INTERNATIONAL

Is Swiss real estate still the safe-haven investment that it was?

When we first started working in the Swiss market eight years ago, most of my enquiries were from clients wishing to take advantage of the preferential tax arrangements on offer. This has changed dramatically in recent years with Switzerland proving to be one of the more stable economies for investment. Today my clients are drawn to the region by the stable economy, excellent personal safety and world-class education. The property market has also gone through changes but performance differs hugely from canton to canton. In the city centres, a lack of quality stock has maintained price levels while those regions with an abundance of stock have undergone a price correction.

What impact has a) the strength of the Swiss Franc and b) tight restrictions on foreign buyers had on demand?

The strength of the Franc remains a key consideration for those looking to buy in the Swiss holiday regions. Clients seeking residency are given confidence by the strength of the currency while those seeking holiday homes are considering whether to continue to rent rather than buy, although second-guessing the foreign exchange markets can be a risky strategy. Despite currency concerns, clients remain drawn to the Swiss resorts due to the excellent quality of the skiing. A lack of overcrowding on the pistes and queues at the lifts are two of the most important decisions when selecting a resort and the Swiss are famous for ensuring that the additional marginal cost provides an enhanced experience.

Aparthotels, a commercial not residential acquisition, can be purchased despite the 20% second home cap (Lex Weber). Are you seeing more of these developments?

The Grace Hotel Apartments in St Moritz and a larger chalet project in Zermatt have been the only two resorts to offer this product to date; two markets that have always struggled with stock for non-residents. The concept is an interesting one and one that I fully expect to see adopted throughout the resorts as they adapt to life after Lex Weber.

Villars is investing heavily in its infrastructure; do you think will this translate into higher tourist and buyer numbers?

The Villars story is a very interesting example of a resort that was living off past glories but not investing in itself. The local authorities recognised this and embarked on an ambitious programme of renewal. Recent investment has seen the improvement of the ski domain as well as major projects within the village. Confidence is swiftly returning with existing visitors now deciding to buy rather than rent and new buyers reconsidering the resort as a viable option for the long term.
FRANCE

Chamonix, France
Prices from: €340,000
La Cordee is a development of 80 apartments in one of Chamonix’s most exclusive residential areas, Plaine des Praz. The scheme is a renovation of a former Residence des Vacances, with Phase 2 (30 apartments) due for delivery in December 2018. Apartment owners will have use of a heated, indoor swimming pool, sauna, hammam and gym.

Courchevel, France
Prices from: €1,450,000
Located on the top floor of the Residence Grandes Bosses in Courchevel Moriond. This new ski-in ski-out development will offer 4 exceptional apartments of 97-123 sq m, with 3 en suite bedrooms, balconies, garage and panoramic views. VAT rebate possible.

 Méribel, France
Prices from: €913,300
A development of 15 apartments in a family friendly and lively residence, located close to the slopes and offering beautiful views of the mountains and the district of Altitude 1600. The Parc Alpin will be located approximately 300 meters from the ski slopes.

Megève, France
Guide Price: £5,350,000
This exceptional recently built chalet is located overlooking the much sought-after Mont d’Arbois village. Built with high quality materials, combining state-of-the-art technology with Megeve stone, old wood and solid oak or slate flooring. 7 bedrooms, 7 bathrooms and spa area.

SWITZERLAND

Verbier, Switzerland
Guide Price: CHF 7,800,000
Located on the heights of Verbier, this property is perched on a breath-taking viewpoint offering stunning views of Verbier. Built with quality materials including exteriors built of traditional natural stone walls, wooden facades and topped by a traditional slate roof covering.

Villars, Switzerland
Guide Price: CHF 3,200,000
Built in 2001, this elegant ski-in ski-out alpine chalet offers approximately 316 sq m of living space including a double height main reception room and 5 double bedrooms with en suite bathrooms. The chalet is south facing with stunning views and sits ideally positioned alongside the piste above the small village of Barboleuse.

Crans Montana, Switzerland
Prices from: CHF 950,000
The Hameau de Vermala is a residential project of 5 chalets with 5 apartments in each and is situated at an altitude of approximately 1,600 metres. It benefits from a panoramic view of the Alps, within a peaceful area near to the forest. This property is fully available for purchase by non-residents as a holiday home.

Graubunden, Switzerland
Price on application
This alpine hideaway project consists of 3 freestanding duplex homes ensconced in a row along the southern hillside. Thanks to its south-facing orientation, the phenomenal vista reaches its full potential.
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